INTRODUCTION
Brain size differs dramatically among amniotes (i.e., reptiles, birds, and mammals), largely due to differences in size of the cerebral cortex. This is thought to reflect the evolutionary expansion of the cerebral cortex, which culminated in the mammalian neocortex (NCx) (Finlay and Darlington, 1995; Northcutt, 2002) . Cortical expansion during amniote evolution involved a signifi-cant increase in neuron number and the generation of new neuron types that formed new layers, extending the threelayered reptilian paleocortex into the six-layered mammalian NCx (Dugas-Ford and Ragsdale, 2015) . The developmental mechanisms that regulated this evolutionary expansion and complexification of the cerebral cortex remain unknown.
Differences in cerebral cortex size and composition are thought to result from variations in the lineage of neural progenitor cells during development (De Juan Romero and Borrell, 2015; Fish et al., 2008; Kriegstein et al., 2006) . Radial glia cells (RGCs) are the primary type of progenitors in the embryonic cortex; they cluster to form the ventricular zone (VZ) and undergo mitosis on the VZ apical side. Prior to cell division, each RGC must make a binary decision to leave the cell cycle or to stay. In the former, the RGC produces daughter cells that differentiate as neurons, a process known as ''direct neurogenesis'' (Figure 1A) . In the latter case, daughter cells re-enter the cell cycle and remain as progenitors (Malatesta et al., 2000; Noctor et al., 2001; Noctor et al., 2004) . When re-entering the cell cycle, RGCs may produce other RGCs or intermediate progenitor cells (IPCs) . IPCs migrate basally to form the subventricular zone (SVZ), where they divide to ultimately produce neurons, a process known as ''indirect neurogenesis'' ( Figure 1A ) (Haubensak et al., 2004; Miyata et al., 2004; Noctor et al., 2004) . Direct neurogenesis produces neurons fast, but RGCs can only produce one or two neuron(s) per cell cycle; thus, the number finally produced is small. With indirect neurogenesis, neuron production is slower because it involves intermediate steps of IPC generation and SVZ formation, but final neuron production is greater (Kriegstein et al., 2006) . Reptile and bird embryos do not form an SVZ in the dorsal telencephalon (Cheung et al., 2007) , so development of their small cortex homolog (Dugas-Ford and Ragsdale, 2015) depends on direct neurogenesis. In contrast, mouse embryos display a distinct SVZ with abundant IPCs, and indirect neurogenesis substantially contributes to the formation of their larger cortex (Attardo et al., 2008; Kowalczyk et al., 2009; Vasistha et al., 2015) . In humans and other primates with a very large cerebral cortex, their abundant neurogenesis involves the massive generation of IPCs and other basal progenitors, forming an exceptionally sized SVZ (Hansen et al., 2010; Smart et al., 2002) .
The balance between progenitor cell self-renewal and neurogenesis is subject to complex molecular regulation (Taverna et al., 2014) . Genetic screens and functional analyses have identified key signaling pathways regulating progenitor cell lineage and NCx development in mammals (Florio et al., 2015; Taverna et al., 2014) . However, the genetic mechanisms underlying cerebral cortex evolution in amniotes, including the emergence of IPCs, increased number and types of neurons, and especially the regulation of direct versus indirect neurogenesis, remain largely unknown (Florio et al., 2017; Nomura et al., 2016) . To identify developmental mechanisms responsible for the evolutionary expansion of the amniote cortex and emergence of the mammalian NCx, we first focus on mouse, comparing the early embryonic NCx (''evolutionarily new cortex'') and olfactory bulb (OB), a component of the paleocortex (''evolutionarily old cortex''). We find that direct neurogenesis is abundant in OB but scarce in NCx and that this difference is established by regulation of Slit/Robo signaling levels. Our gain-and loss-of-function experiments show that high Robo1 and Robo2 signaling leads to low levels of Dll1 and increased Jag1 and Jag2 expression. We show that this is necessary and sufficient to elicit direct neurogenesis in NCx and impair the formation of superficial layer neurons in favor of deep layers. We show that the same signaling mechanism operates in the cortex of birds and reptiles, where endogenous high Robo and low Dll1 expression sustain the predominance of direct neurogenesis. Strikingly, attenuation of Robo1 and Robo2 and increased Dll1 is sufficient to drive IPC formation in snake cortex, otherwise devoid of indirect neurogenesis. Finally, we show that gain of Robo1 and Robo2 plus loss of Dll1 impairs basal progenitor formation and drives direct neurogenesis also in human cerebral organoids. Our results suggest that attenuation of Robo signaling during amniote evolution was a primary mechanism driving the expansion and increased complexity of the mammalian cerebral cortex.
RESULTS

Faster Neuron Accumulation in the Early Mouse Embryonic OB than NCx
To identify genetic mechanisms involved in the evolutionary expansion of the amniote cerebral cortex, we first investigated developmental mechanisms that recapitulate this expansion. Focused on mouse, we compared the embryonic development of the evolutionarily young NCx with the evolutionarily older OB (Dugas-Ford and Ragsdale, 2015) . The latter is much less expanded than the NCx and part of the paleocortex (the most primitive form of cortex), while both structures develop from regions of the dorsal telencephalic primordium that are virtually indistinguishable at the onset of neurogenesis.
Between embryonic day (E) 12.5 and E14.5, the prospective OB grows much faster than the adjacent NCx, prompting its evagination ( Figure 1B) , so we investigated the cellular mechanisms underlying these different expansion rates. Differences between OB and adjacent NCx were first evident at E12.5, when the thickness of the neuronal layer in OB doubled that of NCx ( Figures 1B-1D ). The larger number of neurons in OB was not due to decreased developmental apoptosis nor to a massive immigration of GABAergic interneurons (major constituents of the mature OB), as these were absent at E12.5 and a small minority at E14.5 (Figures S1A-S1C). Instead, the initial distinction between OB and NCx emerged from the precocious accumulation of excitatory neurons in the OB, as identified by expression of Tbr1 and bIII-tubulin (Tuj1; Figures 1E and 1F) (Englund et al., 2005) . This suggested that the differential growth between OB and NCx starting at E12.5 is due to an accelerated neurogenesis from progenitor cells within the OB primordium, producing excitatory neurons more rapidly than in the NCx. Accordingly, Tbr1+ excitatory neurons populating the OB are born mostly during a very brief period between E11.5 and E12.5 (Figures S1D-S1G), corresponding to mitral cells (Blanchart et al., 2011) . This was confirmed by lineage tracing of progenitor cells in the OB primordium (Figures S1H and S1I).
Extensive Direct Neurogenesis in OB but Limited in NCx
To determine the mechanism for fast neurogenesis in the OB compared to the adjacent NCx, we studied the behavior of progenitor cells. We found that the cell cycle is 5 hr (40%) longer in OB progenitors than in NCx (Figures 1G, S1J, and S1K). A longer cell cycle in the embryonic telencephalon is a hallmark of progenitor cells committed to exiting cell cycle and producing neurons (Arai et al., 2011) . Measures of cell-cycle exit rate showed that this is 3-fold higher in OB than NCx at E12.5 (Figures 1H and 1I) , indicating increased neurogenesis in OB at this stage.
Given that most excitatory neurons in NCx are born from IPCs (Kowalczyk et al., 2009; Vasistha et al., 2015) , we next compared their abundance. Using Tbr2 as marker, we found that there were twice as many Tbr2+ cells in OB than NCx at E12.5 (Figures 1J and 1K) . Because newborn neurons co-express Tbr2 and Tbr1 for some time (Englund et al., 2005) , we only considered (C-F) Distribution and abundance of neurons (Tuj1+ and Tbr1+ cells) in OB and NCx at E12.5, and quantifications as indicated (n = 3-9 embryos per group; t test). ML, mantle layer. (G) Cumulative BrdU labeling at E12.5 to measure cell cycle length (n = 3 embryos per time-point). (H and I) Analysis of cell cycle exit at E12.5 (BrdU+Ki67À, arrowheads; n = 3 embryos per group; c 2 -test). (J and K) Distribution of IPCs (Tbr2+Tbr1À, red arrowheads) and neurons (Tbr1+, green arrowheads; or Tbr2+Tbr1+, white arrowheads) at E12.5, and quantifications of Tbr2+ cells, IPCs (E12.5) and basal mitoses at the indicated ages (n = 3-11 embryos per group; t tests for density, c 2 -tests for co-localization). Values are mean + SEM; *p < 0.05; **p < 0.01; ***p < 0.001. Scale bars: 300 mm (B), 50 mm (C-J). See also Figure S1 .
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Greater total neurogenesis with fewer IPCs in OB suggested higher direct neurogenesis than in NCx ( Figure 1A ). We found that the density of apical mitoses, characteristic of RGCs, is $30% lower in OB than NCx at E12.5 and E14.5 (Figures 2A and 2B) . This was consistent with RGCs in OB having a longer cell cycle-as measured above ( Figure 1G ) -typical of neurogenic divisions, supporting that much neurogenesis in OB might be direct from RGCs without involvement of IPCs. This would be a key difference with the NCx, where indirect neurogenesis seems to predominate (Attardo et al., 2008; Haubensak et al., 2004; Kowalczyk et al., 2009) . We tested this hypothesis in several ways. First, we studied whether differences in apical mitoses between OB and NCx relate to Pax6+ RGCs or to Tbr2+ IPCs because the latter occasionally divide also at the apical surface (Kowalczyk et al., 2009) . We found very few Tbr2+ apical mitoses, whereas Pax6+ apical mitoses were very abundant in NCx and reduced by $30% in OB (Figures S2A and S2B) . Second, Tbr1+ neurons were abundant within the VZ of E12.5 OB-as expected transiently if these are born from the apical divisions of RGCs-but were virtually absent in the NCx (Figures 2C and 2D) . Third, IPC-born neurons may occasionally migrate down to the VZ (Noctor et al., 2004) while still retaining Tbr2 protein, whereas RGC-born neurons would be Tbr2-negative in the VZ. We found a high abundance of Tbr1+ and Tbr2À neurons in the OB VZ, virtually absent in the NCx (Figure 2D) . Conversely, we observed Tuj1+ neurons retaining Pax6 protein in the OB VZ, but never in NCx ( Figure S2C ), consistent with direct neurogenesis in OB. Fifth, we performed short-survival BrdU labeling combined with Tbr1 stains to identify newborn neurons close to their birth site (Figures S2D and S2E) . Tbr1+ and BrdU+ cells were seen near the apical surface in OB, but not in NCx, consistent with these OB neurons being recently born from apical mitoses. Sixth, we combined single-pulse BrdU incorporation with targeted labeling of apical progenitors by GFP in utero electroporation to identify neurons becoming post-mitotic upon apical division ( Figure 2E ). We found this to be the case for 48.1% of GFP+ neurons in OB but only 5.3% in NCx ( Figures 2F, 2G , S2F, and S2G).
To directly visualize direct neurogenesis, we performed clonal analysis of RGCs. Sparse RGCs were labeled in utero by electroporation (Pilz et al., 2013) , and their individual cellular lineage was monitored by videomicroscopy followed by marker analysis ( Figure 2H ). In OB, 19.2% of RGC mitoses produced neurons directly, while only 5.0% of RGC mitoses produced neurons directly in NCx ( Figures 2I and S3 ; Videos S1, S2, S3, S4, and S5). To have an estimate at the population level in vivo, we analyzed the clonal lineage of individual RGCs in utero using low-titer Gfp-encoding retroviruses ( Figures 2J-2L ). In OB clones, 24.4% of GFP+ cells were neurons located in the VZ at the expense of one third of RGCs compared to the NCx, where GFP+ neurons in the VZ were 10-fold less frequent. Together, our results demonstrate that the different development of OB and NCx relies on the fate choice of RGCs, favoring direct neurogenesis in OB and indirect neurogenesis in NCx. This allows producing neurons quickly in OB at the expense of consuming RGCs and, thus, a faster but also more limited growth compared to the NCx.
Robo Receptors Promote Direct Neurogenesis in Mouse
In the parietal cerebral cortex of mouse embryos, Robo signaling modulates the balance between RGC self-renewal and IPC production (Borrell et al., 2012) . We hypothesized that Robo signaling may also be important in determining whether RGCs undergo direct or indirect neurogenesis. Figures 3A and S4A show that the abundance of Robo1 and Robo2 mRNA in the VZ is 4-fold higher in OB than NCx starting at E12.5. Robo1 and Robo2 mRNA and protein were frequently expressed by Pax6+ RGCs and, to a lesser extent, by Tbr2+ cells in the VZ (Figures 3A, S4C, and S4D) . While single mutant embryos deficient for Robo1 or Robo2 seemed unaffected, double mutants (Robo1/2 À/À ) displayed prominent OB defects, with reduced evagination starting at E14.5 (Figures 3B and S5A-S5D) (Nguyen-Ba-Charvet et al., 2008) , indicating a key role of Robo1 and Robo2 in early OB growth and development. In Robo1/2 À/À mutant embryos, the typical greater accumulation of neurons in OB compared to NCx at E12.5 was significantly diminished (Figures 3C and 3D) . This was not due to increased cell death because control and mutant embryos displayed similarly scarce levels of apoptosis (data not shown). Instead, in Robo1/2 À/À mutants, most parameters that related to cell proliferation were remarkably similar between OB and NCx as opposed to control littermate embryos: abundance of apical and basal mitoses, abundance of Pax6+ and Tbr2+ mitoses, rate of cell-cycle exit, and cell-cycle length ( Figures 3D-3G ). Importantly, deficit in neurogenesis in the mutant OB was not Cell 174, 1-17, August 9, 2018 5
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Altogether, these results are consistent with a dramatic reduction of direct neurogenesis in the OB of Robo1/2 mutants. This was confirmed by short-term clonal analysis of apical progenitors in vivo using Gfp retroviruses. In OB clones from control littermates, 24% of cells were neurons in the VZ, and only 39% were RGCs, in sharp contrast to Robo1/2 À/À OB clones where only 2% of cells were neurons in the VZ and 64% were RGCs, the latter composition being highly similar to that of NCx clones in both controls and mutants ( Figures 3J-3L ).
The canonical ligands for Robo receptors are Slit1, 2, and 3. We found that Slit1 and Slit2 mRNAs are expressed in the VZ of NCx, septum, and basal ganglia, whereas Slit2 and Slit3 are highly expressed in the choroid plexus epithelium (Figures S4A and S4B) . Although none were expressed in the OB primordium, Slit proteins are present in the cerebro-spinal fluid of E12.5 mouse embryos (Borrell et al., 2012) , thus being readily available as ligands for Robo receptors expressed by OB RGCs. Analysis of the OB in Slit1/2 À/À embryos showed that they are phenocopies of Robo1/2 À/À mutants: scarcity of neurons in ML/CP and VZ and high density of apical mitoses, similar to the NCx ( Figures  S5E-S5H ). This supported that Slit/Robo signaling promotes direct neurogenesis in the OB.
Accelerated early growth of the OB has been proposed to be triggered by pioneer axons from the olfactory epithelium onto OB progenitor cells (Gong and Shipley, 1995) . Olfactory sensory neurons express and require Robo receptors to target the OB (Marillat et al., 2002; Nguyen-Ba-Charvet et al., 2008) , so the deficient direct neurogenesis in OB of Robo1 and Robo2 mutants could be an indirect phenotype of RGCs from axon guidance defects. To test this, we used in utero electroporation to manipulate Robo signaling selectively in VZ progenitor cells of the OB in wild-type (WT) embryos, where pioneer olfactory axons are intact. We blocked Robo1 and Robo2 by overexpressing dominant-negative variants (dnR1 and dnR2) (Stein and Tessier-Lavigne, 2001) as shown by axon growth cone collapse assays ( Figure S6A ). Overexpression of dnR1/2 in OB RGCs reduced by 50% the abundance of GFP+ neurons in the VZ ( Figures 4A to 4C ). Conversely, we activated Robo signaling by electroporation of constitutively active Robo receptors (mR1 and mR2) (Bai et al., 2011; Stein and Tessier-Lavigne, 2001) as shown by axon branching assays ( Figure S6B ). Overexpression of mR1/2 increased the already high abundance of neurons in the VZ of OB. This demonstrated that Robo receptors drive RGCs into direct neurogenesis independently from olfactory axons. Remarkably, in these experiments, we also observed significant variations of neuron numbers in the VZ among GFPnegative cells ( Figures 4B and 4C ), suggesting that Robo signaling influences direct neurogenesis both cell-autonomously and non-autonomously.
Robo-Dll1 Cooperation in Direct Neurogenesis
To test whether Robo signaling is a general mechanism promoting direct neurogenesis across the telencephalon, we overactivated Robo1/2 signaling in the NCx, where endogenous expression is low and direct neurogenesis is scarce ( Figure 3A ). Unexpectedly, overexpression of mR1/2 alone was insufficient to elicit a prominent increase of direct neurogenesis in NCx (Figures 4D and 4E) . This suggested the possibility that other signals may cooperate with Robo to promote direct neurogenesis in OB, which may be absent in NCx.
The Notch signaling pathway is critical in regulating cortical neurogenesis, and it interacts with Slit/Robo signaling to regulate IPC production from RGCs (Borrell et al., 2012; Nelson et al., 2013) . We analyzed the modulation of direct neurogenesis in this context. We found Delta-like 1 (Dll1), a canonical ligand of Notch1, expressed at markedly lower levels in OB than NCx, while Notch1 expression was similar ( Figures 4F and 4G ). Figures 4I and 4J shows that the local reduction of Dll1 levels in OB is absent in Robo1/2 À/À mutants and thus is Robo-dependent. This suggested that reduced Dll1 expression might be downstream of Robo in regulating direct neurogenesis. However, CRISPR/Cas9-mediated impairment of Dll1 expression (crDll1) alone had no effect on direct neurogenesis in NCx . Instead, the combination of crDll1 and mRobo1/2 was sufficient to increase direct neurogenesis prominently, doubling the abundance of neurons in the VZ of NCx ( Figures 4D and 4E ). This effect was blocked by additionally expressing chick Dll1, resistant to our CRISPR RNA guides against mouse Dll1, demonstrating their specificity and the key involvement of Dll1 in this process ( Figure 4E ).
Next, we tested if Dll1 is also involved in regulating direct neurogenesis in OB. In utero overexpression of Dll1 in OB decreased direct neurogenesis but less effectively than dnR1/2 Cell 174, 1-17, August 9, 2018 7
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Robo-Dll1 Promotes Direct Neurogenesis via Jagged Dll1 binding and activating Notch1 drives Hes1 transcription and then maintenance of the stem cell fate (Ishibashi et al., 1995) . Accordingly, alongside low Dll1, we found extremely low levels of Hes1 mRNA in OB compared to NCx. In the OB of Robo1/2 mutants, Hes1 levels were much higher than in WT littermates, similar to NCx ( Figures 4H and 4K) . This difference was not due to Hes1 being downregulated in NCx of Robo1/2 À/À mutants, shown previously (Borrell et al., 2012) , as that effect is extremely modest compared to the dramatic difference observed here in OB. This suggested that Notch activity might be lower in OB and might be a requisite to promote direct neurogenesis. Our above manipulations caused changes in direct neurogenesis that included a cell-non-autonomous component (GFPÀ cells), consistent with changes in Notch-Dll lateral inhibition. To confirm differences in Notch activity between OB and NCx, we analyzed levels of Hes5 mRNA expression, a canonical downstream effector and faithful readout of Notch activation. We found identical levels of Hes5 in OB and NCx ( Figures 5A and 5B ), indicating that levels of Notch activity are not significantly different between these regions, and thus, this does not determine the choice between direct and indirect neurogenesis.
Given the scarcity of Dll1 in OB, we searched for other ligands activating Notch. We found Jagged (Jag) 1 and Jag2 expressed in OB at modest levels but nearly double to NCx, with minimal expression, while they were nearly absent from OB in Robo1/ 2 À/À mutants ( Figures 5C-5G ). These expression patterns were complementary to Dll1 and similar to Robo1 and Robo2, such that high Jag expression correlated with abundant direct neurogenesis. Consistent with this, the combined gain of Robo and loss of Dll1 in NCx (in utero electroporation of mR1/2+crDll1), which drives direct neurogenesis, elicited the ectopic expression of Jag1 and Jag2 ( Figure 5H ). This suggested that upregulation of Jag may be downstream of Robo-Dll1 to mediate direct neurogenesis. Remarkably, overexpression of Jag1 alone was sufficient to significantly increase direct neurogenesis in NCx ( Figure 5I ).
The above results showed that Robo, Dll1, and Jag are active players in defining direct versus indirect neurogenesis in mouse. Our analyses of Robo1/2 À/À mutants demonstrated that high Robo reduces Dll1 and increases Jag1 and Jag2 expression, and experimental gain of Robo and loss of Dll1 increases Jag1. Under both these conditions, direct neurogenesis predominates. To determine if Dll1 or Jag1 regulate Robo expression reciprocally, we electroporated crDll1 or Jag1 in the NCx of WT embryos. Levels of Robo protein increased slightly (though significantly) upon electroporation of crDll1 but were not affected by Jag1 overexpression, which also did not alter levels of Dll1 at our resolution of detection ( Figures S6G-S6K ). Our results demonstrated that under conditions of high Robo and low Dll1, Jag1 expression is enhanced, driving direct neurogenesis.
Direct Neurogenesis Produces Deep Layer Corticofugal Neurons
While the OB is archaic in origin and common to amniotes, the NCx is an evolutionary innovation of mammals (Puelles et al., 2000; Rowe et al., 2011) . Our above results supported the notion that the evolutionary expansion of the amniote cerebral cortex into the mammalian NCx resulted from a reduction in direct neurogenesis, favoring the more productive indirect mode. A prominent feature linked to expansion of the amniote cortex is the generation of new neuron types, forming the superficial layers 2/3, exclusive to mammals (Dugas-Ford and Ragsdale, 2015). If indirect neurogenesis contributed to this innovation, forced direct neurogenesis in mouse NCx should lead to a loss of superficial layer neurons and gain in deep layers, constituent of the reptile and avian cortex homolog. We studied the fate of mouse cortical neurons produced by direct neurogenesis upon mR1/ 2+crDll1 overexpression. We labeled neurons born directly from RGCs by combining a single BrdU pulse with in utero electroporation of GFP at E12.5 and analyzed their fate at maturity ( Figure 5J ). Overexpressing mR1/2+crDll1 caused a specific loss of GFP+ cells from layer 2/3 and increase in deep layers (Figures 5K and 5L) . Layer-specific marker analysis showed that this change in position was not due to defective neuron migration but to the specific increase in bona fide deep layer neurons (Ctip2+) at the expense of superficial layers (Cux1+; Figures S7A-S7C ). Focused on GFP+ cells retaining 100% of BrdU ( Figure 5M ), we found that induced direct neurogenesis led to 3-5 times more layer 5 and 6 neurons expressing Tbr1 and Ctip2 (Figures 5L and S7D) than controls. We confirmed the identity of directly generated neurons in layer 5 by tracing their cortico-spinal axonal projections with CTB ( Figure S7E ). In mR1/2+crDll1 mice, we found a higher abundance of CTB+ electroporated neurons and a much greater proportion of CTB+GFP+ neurons formed by direct neurogenesis (100% BrdU; Figures S7F and S7G), confirming their subcerebral projection identity. 
(legend continued on next page)
We also investigated the fate of OB neurons generated upon blocking direct neurogenesis with dnR1/2+Dll1. Compared to controls, reduced direct neurogenesis led to a loss of Reln+ and 42% gain of RelnÀ cells, combined with the displacement of a significant number of Reln+ cells from the mitral cell layer to the inner plexiform layer ( Figures 5N-5P ), as also observed in Robo1/2 À/À mutants ( Figure S5D ). Together, our results reinforced the notion that reduction of direct neurogenesis during embryonic development was a key event in the evolution of the amniote cerebral cortex, expanding neuron production and cortical size, as well as driving the generation of superficial layer neurons in NCx. At the molecular level in the mouse, this is achieved by attenuation of Robo expression levels.
Robo Function in Cortical Neurogenesis Is Conserved in Birds and Snakes
We next examined the occurrence of direct neurogenesis in other parts of the mammalian brain that are evolutionarily old like the OB, such as the hippocampus (part of archicortex, or ''old cortex'') and spinal cord (SC) (Puelles et al., 2000; Rowe et al., 2011) . Neurogenesis in SC occurs directly from RGC divisions (Das and Storey, 2014) , evidenced by the lack of basal mitoses and abundance of Tuj1+ neurons in the VZ ( Figure S7H ). The hippocampal primordium also contains numerous Tuj1+ and Tbr1+ neurons in the VZ, similar to SC and OB and contrary to the NCx, indicative of ongoing direct neurogenesis ( Figure S7J) . At the molecular level, Robo1 and Robo2 expression in the VZ is relatively higher in hippocampus than NCx ( Figure S7I ). Robo1/2 À/À embryos displayed a dramatic reduction of neurons in the hippocampal VZ, down to levels similar to the NCx (Figures S7J and S7K ). This finding supported that direct neurogenesis controlled by Robo receptors may be an evolutionarily conserved mechanism of telencephalic development.
To determine if Robo driving direct neurogenesis in the cerebral cortex is a mechanism conserved across amniote phylogeny, we analyzed the homolog of the embryonic cerebral cortex in two sauropsids: a bird (chicken) and a squamate reptile (African house snake). In chick embryos, two domains of the dorsal pallium (DP) were clearly distinguishable: a medial domain (mDP), containing virtually no basal mitoses and many Tuj1+ cells in the VZ, indicative of direct neurogenesis; and a lateral domain (lDP), with many basal mitoses and few Tuj1+ cells in the VZ, indicative of indirect neurogenesis ( Figures 6A-6D ). Concomitantly, the VZ of mDP exhibited high mRNA levels of Robo1 and low Dll1, whereas the lDP displayed low Robo1 and high Dll1 levels ( Figures 6E-6H ). These differences between chick mDP and lDP were remarkably similar to those between the mouse OB and NCx. Importantly, levels of Robo1 in the VZ were higher in chick than in mouse, outlining a progressive and significant reduction of Robo expression from chick mDP to chick lDP, mouse OB, and mouse NCx ( Figure 6I ). We tested the functional significance of these regional differences by in ovo electroporation of chick embryos. Overexpression of dnR1/2+Dll1 in the mDP led to a significant decrease in Tbr1+ VZ neurons and a 3-fold increase in basal mitoses, promoting indirect neurogenesis ( Figures 6J-6L ). Similar to the mouse NCx, only modification of Robo and Dll together, but not alone, affected significantly the balance direct versus indirect neurogenesis ( Figure 6M ). Identical results were obtained in lDP ( Figures  6N and 6O ). The changes that were most dramatic evidenced the existence of a cell non-autonomous component (changes in GFPÀ cells; Figures 6L and 6O ), similar to our findings in mouse and consistent with a conserved signaling mechanism. Conversely, overexpression of mR1/2 in lDP led to a dramatic increase in Tbr1+ VZ neurons and loss of basal mitoses, promoting direct neurogenesis ( Figures 6N and 6O) . Importantly, the basal mitoses that emerged most abundantly upon dnR1/2+Dll1 were Tbr2+ ( Figures 6P and 6Q ), excluding that this was simply the result of delamination of RGCs and demonstrating a dramatic increase in IPCs. Finally, we examined the long-term consequences of promoting indirect neurogenesis in the chick DP by clonal analysis of single progenitor cell lineages ( Figure 6R ). Our results showed that promoting indirect neurogenesis by overexpressing dnR1/2+Dll1 nearly doubled the neurons produced per VZ progenitor with a much greater number of clones containing more than 4 neurons (up to 9 per clone; Figures 6S-6U ). These results demonstrated that the balance between direct and indirect neurogenesis in the DP of birds, including amplification of IPCs, is regulated by the levels of Robo-Dll1 signaling, as in the mammalian OB and NCx.
To extend our analyses to a wider range of amniotes, we studied the dorsal cortex (DC) of the African house snake ( Figure 7A ). In the DC of snake embryos, we found only apical mitoses accompanied by frequent neurons in the VZ (Figures 7B and 7C), but no basal mitoses, indicating that direct neurogenesis is the only mode of embryonic cortical neurogenesis in this reptile. As in mouse OB and chick mDP, Robo levels in the VZ of the snake DP were high (for Robo2, as Robo1 was not expressed; data not shown) and Dll1 levels were low (Figures 7D and 7E), again consistent with this combination promoting direct neurogenesis. To test whether this signaling axis regulates the mode of cortical neurogenesis also in squamate reptiles, we overexpressed dnR1/2+Dll1 in snake embryos by in ovo electroporation ( Figure 7F ). Figures 7G and 7H show that this manipulation in the DP of snake embryos led to fewer neurons in the VZ and thus reduced direct neurogenesis. This manipulation also led to the emergence of abundant basal mitoses ( Figure 7H , red circles), as we had observed in chick. The majority of basal mitoses were GFPÀ (73%, n = 33; Figure 7G '), consistent with (I) WT NCx electroporated with the indicated plasmid combinations, and ratio of density of Tuj1+ cells (red) in the VZ between electroporated and nonelectroporated hemispheres (t test). Cell 174, 1-17, August 9, 2018 11
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The above findings demonstrated that high Robo signaling in the cortex of birds and reptiles promotes direct neurogenesis and blocks basal progenitor formation, limiting cortex size. In contrast, endogenous attenuation of Robo signaling in the rodent NCx reduces direct neurogenesis and promotes IPC generation, increasing neuron production and cortical size. Given that the human neocortex is one of the largest among mammals, we investigated if this same signaling mechanism operates in the early human embryo. We generated cerebral organoids from human iPS cells and, after 39 days in culture, electroporated mRobo1/2+crDll1 ( Figures 7I and S6D ) (Lancaster and Knoblich, 2014) . The overall morphology and appearance of organoids were not different between controls and those receiving mR1/ 2+crDll1. They were mainly comprised of a VZ, containing GFP+ cells with the elongated morphology typical of RGCs, plus a thin mantle zone (MZ) filled with NeuN+ and multipolar GFP+ cells, neuronal features ( Figure 7J ). NeuN+ neurons were rarely seen within the VZ. PH3+ mitotic nuclei were found abundant at the apical surface of VZ and in fewer numbers at its basal side, bordering the MZ. Organoid regions electroporated with mR1/2+crDll1 displayed 3 times more NeuN+ neurons in the VZ and only 20% of basal PH3+ mitoses of adjacent non-electroporated regions within the same organoid ventricles or of organoids receiving control plasmids ( Figures 7J and 7K ). As in our previous experimental models, increased direct neurogenesis included a significant increase in GFPÀ neurons, indicating the involvement of cell-non-autonomous mechanisms. These results demonstrated that Robo signaling is also endogenously attenuated in VZ cells of human cerebral organoids, where it limits direct neurogenesis and promotes IPC generation and SVZ formation, as in mouse NCx.
DISCUSSION
The evolutionary emergence of mammals was critically marked by the formation of the NCx. Compared to the small and rela-tively simple dorsal cortex of other amniotes, the mammalian NCx is much larger and complex, containing greater numbers and types of neurons. At the cellular level, this is associated with a binary decision of RGCs to generate or not generate neurons directly. In reptiles and birds, most cortical neurons are produced directly by RGCs, whereas in the mammalian NCx, most are produced indirectly via IPCs, greatly amplifying the neurogenic output (De Juan Romero and Borrell, 2015) . Here, we identify for the first time a molecular signal that determines the mode of cortical neurogenesis across amniotes. Our results in snake, chicken, mouse, and human demonstrate that during amniote evolution, attenuation of Robo1 and Robo2 and increase of Dll1 expression in RGCs changed the balance from direct to indirect neurogenesis. Our findings strongly suggest that this genetic evolution was key for cortical expansion in amniotes and the emergence of landmark features of the mammalian neocortex: formation of IPCs, SVZ, and layer 2/3 neurons (Cheung et al., 2010) .
The evolution of development is thought to be significantly driven by gene cooption, promoting new uses for an existing genetic toolkit (True and Carroll, 2002) . Previous studies demonstrate that the emergence of novel genes was likely central in the evolutionary expansion of the human cerebral cortex (Florio et al., 2015; Florio et al., 2017) . Our results demonstrate for the first time the existence of a new and orthogonal mechanism driving cortical expansion in evolution: regulation of the activity levels of a highly conserved signaling pathway (Brose et al., 1999) . High Robo signaling drives direct neurogenesis, limiting neuron number and size of telencephalic structures, as in OB and nonmammalian cortex, while low Robo allows indirect neurogenesis, producing basal progenitors and more neurons as in the mammalian NCx. However, complete absence of Robo, as in knockout mice, is severely deleterious to basal progenitors, impairing further expansion of NCx (Borrell et al., 2012) . In the OB of these mutants, this deleterious effect combines with the suppressed direct neurogenesis, resulting in much-reduced neuron production and OB size. RGCs in direct neurogenesis mode have a longer cell cycle than in indirect mode, so loss of Robo also alters frequency of their apical mitoses. The magnitude of this effect varies between cortical regions (Borrell et al., 2012 and this study), likely owing to axial gradients in cortical development.
Our results show that the mode of neurogenesis is determined by the interaction between Robo and Notch signaling. High (A) Simplified phylogenic tree of amniotes with approximate reference to relative brain size and layout. (B and C) Dorsal cortex of snake embryo at 6 dpo with neurons in the VZ (arrowheads) and apical but not basal mitoses (red). (D and E) ISH against snake Robo2 and Dll1 in snake dorsal cortex (DC) at 6 dpo. These panels are tiled images. levels of Robo block expression of Dll1, and this combination promotes expression of Jag1 and Jag2, driving direct neurogenesis, as observed in OB and contrary to the NCx. The classical Dll-Notch lateral inhibition pathway establishes that the levels of Dll1 determine the level of Notch activity on signal-receiving cells and thereon the fate of daughter cells (Kawaguchi et al., 2008) . Here, we find that a shift in Notch ligand composition, without a significant variation in total Notch activity, defines the fate of daughter cells (neurons or IPCs) and thus the mode of neurogenesis. A similar mechanism determines the mode of tumor angiogenesis, depending on whether the Notch ligand is Jag or Dll (Kangsamaksin et al., 2015) . Different Dll ligands activate Notch with different temporal dynamics, with consequences on downstream signaling including Hes1 expression and fate of daughter cells in the chick neural crest (Nandagopal et al., 2018) . Accordingly, our current and previous results from OB and NCx in Robo mutants (Borrell et al., 2012) congruently suggest that the presence or absence of Jag1 and Jag2 in the context of high or low levels of Robo expression, as in OB and NCx respectively, modifies how Robo influences Hes1 expression in the telencephalon.
Previous studies of Dll1 manipulation have shown premature neurogenesis upon massive (but not sparse) loss of Dll1 (Kawaguchi et al., 2008) . This may explain why our sparse electroporation of crDll1 alone is not sufficient to drive direct neurogenesis in NCx but requires the cooperation of Robo signaling to sufficiently block Dll1. We find that this increased direct neurogenesis in high Robo and loss of Dll1 may be mediated by upregulation of Jag1 and Jag2 and is coherent with the inverse effect of sparse overexpression of Dll1, promoting indirect neurogenesis (Kawaguchi et al., 2008) . Future investigations should detail the molecular links between Robo, Dll, and Jag to regulate modes of neurogenesis.
The influence of Robo signaling on cortical expansion extends much beyond driving direct neurogenesis. Our results show that endogenous high Robo signaling prevents the formation of basal progenitors in the snake dorsal cortex, where they are virtually absent. Particularly remarkable is our finding in the dorsal cortex of snake embryos: experimental loss of Robo and gain of Dll1 is sufficient to induce de novo formation of abundant basal progenitors. These align basal to the VZ forming a proto-SVZ, recapitulating in a snake a process otherwise restricted to the mammalian NCx. Altogether, our experiments potentially uncover the key events that occurred during evolution of the mammalian brain: attenuation of Robo receptor signaling intensity was responsible for the evolutionary emergence of cortical basal progenitors and the SVZ; and the blockade of direct neurogenesis, which combined allowed the subsequent phenomenal expansion and complexification of the mammalian cerebral cortex.
STAR+METHODS
Detailed methods are provided in the online version of this paper and include the following: electroporations were done at E12.5 and olfactory bulb electroporations at E12.0. BrdU experiments were performed at E12.5 to determine cell cycle parameters and neuronal birthdating in the cortex. Mitral cell birthdating experiments in the OB were performed at E10.5, E11.5, E12.5 and E13.5. qPCR tissues were collected at E12,5. GAD65-GFP embryos were collected at E12.5 and E14.5 for interneuron migration analysis. For growth cone collapse experiments, E13.5 C57BL/6 WT embryos were used. Slit1/2 mutant and WT siblings embryos were used at E12.5 for marker analysis.
Chicken
Fertilized chicken (Gallus gallus) eggs were obtained from a poultry farm (Granja Santa Isabel, Có rdoba) and incubated at 38 C. The day of lay was considered day 0 post-ovoposition (dpo). 6 dpo chickens were used for ISH and marker analysis. Electroporations for progenitor manipulation experiments or clonal analysis were performed at 4 dpo.
Snake
Fertilized eggs from snake (Lamprophis fuliginosus) were from a breeding colony at the University of Geneva and incubated at 28 C. Maintenance of, and experiments on, snakes were approved by the Geneva Canton ethical regulation authority (authorizations GE/82/14 and GE/73/16) and performed according to Swiss law. The day of lay was considered day 0 post-ovoposition (dpo). 6 dpo snakes were used for ISH and marker analysis. Electroporations were performed at 4 dpo for progenitor manipulation experiments.
Human organoids
Male human fibroblasts (CRL-2522, ATCC) were used to induce pluripotent stem cells (iPSCs). The use of iPS cells to generate cerebral organoids was approved by the Ethics Commission of LMU (Ludwig-Maximilians-Universitä t Mü nchen), with the associated number 115-16. IPSCs and human organoids were cultured at 37 C, 5% CO2 and ambient oxygen level. During the whole period of cerebral organoid generation the medium was changed every day. Electroporations were performed in cerebral organoids at 39 days after the initial plating of the cells and fixed 7 days post-electroporation.
Retinal explant cultures
Retinal explants for growth cone collapse assays were cultured during 24 hr at 37 C, 5% CO2 and ambient oxygen level. C57BL/6 embryos were employed independently of their gender.
METHODS DETAILS
Immunohistochemistry and ISH Animals were fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA) in phosphate buffer (PB) pH7.3 at 4 C. Embryos older than E16, postnatal mice and 14 dpo chicken were perfused transcardially and postfixed 30-60 min with 4% PFA. Smaller embryos were fixed by immersion during 30-60 min. Brains were cryoprotected with 30% sucrose, embedded in Cryo-medium Neg-50 (Thermo Scientific), frozen and sectioned under a cryostat at 20mm, 40mm for clonal analysis tissue. P21 mice brains were also cryoprotected, frozen and cryotome cut at 50mm. For immunohistochemistry, sections were permeabilized in PBS containing 0.25% Triton X-100 and blocked in 10% of Horse Serum and 2% Bovine Serum Albumin (BSA) during 2 hr. Brain slices were incubated with primary antibodies overnight in blocking solution, followed by appropriate fluorophore-conjugated secondary antibodies and counterstained with DAPI. For nonfluorescent stains, sections were further processed for the ABC histochemical method (Vector). Primary antibodies used were: anti-BrdU (1:200, rat monoclonal, Abcam); anti-cleaved Caspase 3 (1:150, rabbit polyclonal, Cell signaling); anti-GFP (1:1000, chicken polyclonal, Aves Lab.); anti-Ki67 (1:200, rabbit polyclonal, Abcam); anti-phosphohistone H3 (1:500, rabbit polyclonal, Upstate); anti-Tbr1 (1:500, rabbit polyclonal, Abcam); anti-Tbr2 (1:250, rabbit polyclonal, Abcam); anti-bIII tubulin (1:1000, mouse monoclonal, Covance); anti-Pax6 (1:1000, rabbit polyclonal, Merck Millipore); anti-GABA (1:1000, rabbit polyclonal, Sigma); anti-Reelin (1:500, mouse monoclonal, MBL); anti-Cux1 (1:500, rabbit polyclonal, Santa Cruz); anti-Ctip2 (1:500, rat monoclonal, Abcam); anti-NeuN (1:500, mouse monoclonal, Merck Millipore), anti-Dll (1:200, sheep polyclonal, R&D Systems); anti-Robo1 (1:250, goat polyclonal, R&D Systems); anti-Robo2 (1:250, goat polyclonal, R&D Systems); anti-DsRed (1:1000, rabbit polyclonal, Clontech), anti-c-Myc (1:2000, Santa Cruz). Secondary antibodies used were: biotinylated anti-Rabbit and anti-Rat IgG (Vector); Alexa488 and Alexa555 anti-mouse and anti-rabbit IgG (Invitrogen); Alexa488 anti-chicken IgY; Cy2-and Cy5-streptavidin (Jackson Immunoresearch); Cy3 Fab fragment anti-Rat and anti-Rabbit (Jackson Immunoresearch); Cy3 anti-Mouse (Jackson Immunoresearch); Alexa 555 anti-Goat and anti-Sheep (Thermo Fisher Scientific) and Alkaline phosphatase-coupled anti-digoxigenin Fab (Sigma); all diluted 1:200. For ISH, sense and anti-sense cRNA probes were synthesized and labeled with digoxigenin (DIG; Roche Diagnostics) according to the manufacturer's instructions. Briefly, 20 mm-thick frozen brain sections were prehybridized during 2 hr at 62 C in hybridization solution [50% formamide (Ambion), 10% dextran sulfate, 0.2% tRNA (Invitrogen), 1 3 Denhardt's solution (from a 50 3 stock; SIGMA), 3.5 ml/ml from BCIP stock in reaction buffer (100mg/ml NBT stock in 70% dimethylformamide; 50mg/ml BCIP stock in 100% dimethylformamide; Roche)].
Bromodeoxyuridine labeling experiments
Bromodeoxyuridine (BrdU, SIGMA) was diluted at 10mg/ml in 0.9% NaCl and always administered at 50mg/kg body weight. For cell cycle length determination, multiple doses of BrdU were intraperitoneally injected in pregnant females at E12.5, spaced every 2hr for a total maximum of 10h and fixed 30 min after injection for each pulse. For cell cycle exit calculation, a single intraperitoneal BrdU injection was administrated at E12.5, embryos were fixed 24hr later and the percentage of BrdU+ cells labeled with Ki67 was calculated. For birthdating analysis, a single dose of BrdU was injected in timed-pregnant mice at E10.5, E11.5, E12.5 or E13.5, and the brains of labeled animals were analyzed at postnatal stage (P) P0 or P21. For BrdU dilution experiments, pregnant mice were injected at E12.5 with a single pulse of BrdU, 3hr later embryos were electroporated in the OB or the adjacent NCx with CAG-GFP plasmids, and analyzed at E18.5 or P21.
Constructs
For retroviral delivery we used GFP-encoding and RFP-encoding constructs subcloned into an MMLV retroviral packaging vector downstream of the CAG promoter (generous gift of F.H. Gage). For Dll1 overexpression we used a pCIG-Dll1 plasmid (generous gift of J. Galcerá n). pCAG-Floxp-EGFP-farnesylated and pCAG-Cre, generous gift of M. Gotz (Pilz et al., 2013) , were used for time-lapse imaging of single progenitor lineages. Plasmids encoding dominant-negative and constitutively active Robo1 and Robo2 (myrRobo1, myrRobo2) cloned in a pCAG vector were as described in (Borrell et al., 2012) . Dn-Robo1 and dn-Robo2 were a generous gift of E. Stein (Stein and Tessier-Lavigne, 2001 ). Jag1 and Jag2 ISH probes were a generous gift of F. Guillermot and the plasmid encoding constitutively acting form of Jag1-HA pIRES was acquired from Addgene. Crispr plasmids were generated using pSpCas9(BB)-2A-GFP (PX458) from Addgene, following Zhang Lab's protocol. Guides against Dll1 were generated by annealing the following oligomers:
Crispr-mouse Dll1-1: CACCGTAACCGCGGGTGCACGCCGG Crispr-mouse Dll1-2: AAACCCGGCGTGCACCCGCGGTTAC Crispr-human Dll1-1: CACCATATAAAGAACCGCGGCCTT Crispr-human Dll1-2: AAACAAGGCCGCGGTTCTTTATATC For in situ hybridization (ISH) probe synthesis, the following plasmids were used: mouse Robo1, Robo2, Dll1, Notch1, Hes5, Slit1, Slit2, Slit3 (Borrell et al., 2012) , reelin (Borrell and Marín, 2006) , Grm1, Bhlhe22 (generous gift of A. Fairé n) and Tbr2 (generous gift of B. Rico); chicken (Gallus gallus) Robo1, Robo2 (Escalante et al., 2013) and was subcloned into pBS from pUC19ckDll1 (generous gift of J. Galcerá n); snake (Lamprophis fuliginosus) ISH probes were cloned by RT-PCR using the following primers: snRobo1-Fw: TCATCTCATTGATTTTGTTGC snRobo1-Rv CAAGATATGAAATCCGTGATG snRobo2-Fw: TGGCACTCCTGGAAACCTAC snRobo2-Rv CAGTTCATGGATGCTGTTGG snDll1-Fw: TACCGCTTTGTGTGTGATG snDll1-Rv GCACCAAATTGTAATCCACTG
Validation of Crispr/Cas-mediated gene editing
The cerebral cortex of ICR mouse embryos aged E12.5 was electroporated in utero with plasmids encoding the mDll1-specific guide and Cas9; for human-specific guides, d40 cerebral organoids were electroporated with plasmids encoding hDll1 guide and Cas9. Editing of the Dll1 genomic locus was analyzed 24-48hr later using the Surveyor Nuclease (Integrated DNA technologies) digestion protocol, following the manufacturer's instructions (mouse), or by sequencing (human). Briefly, the genomic DNA of electroporated tissue or transfected cells was isolated and PCR amplified with Xpert High Fidelity DNA polymerase (Mirage Biochemicals) and the following primers: Mouse: Fw: GATATAGCCCCGATGAATGC; Rv: AGAGAGCCCAGATGTTCAGC, which produced 1,025 bp amplicons. Human: Fw: TGGGAGGAAGGAGGAAAACG, Rv: AGCAGCCCCTTCTTGTTGAC, which produced 689 bp amplicons. PCR products were either cloned and sequenced (human), or digested with Surveyor Nuclease S at 42 C for 35min and digestion products analyzed by 2% agarose gel electrophoresis (mouse).
Embryonic brain electroporation
Mouse embryos were electroporated in utero in the NCx at E12.5, or in the OB at E12.0. Briefly, pregnant females were deeply anesthetized with isoflurane and the uterine horns exposed; DNA solution (1ml) was injected into the lateral ventricle using pulled glass micropipettes, and square electric pulses (28-35V, 50ms on -950ms off, 5 pulses) were applied with an electric stimulator (Cuy21EDIT Bex C., LTD) using round electrodes (CUY650P5, Nepa Gene). For chicken and snake in ovo electroporations, fertilized eggs were incubated as mentioned above until 4 dpo. The day before electroporation, a small portion of yolk was removed through a needle hole with a syringe. Previously to the electroporation, a small window was open in the egg shell to allow further manipulations. At 4 dpo, DNA solution was injected in the lateral telencephalic ventricle of embryos, and square pulses (30V, 5ms, 5 pulses each 500ms) were applied with an electric stimulator (TSS20 Ovodyne Electroporator, MCI) using round electrodes (CUY650P3, Nepa Gene). Manipulated embryos were allowed to continue developing under the same temperature (38.5 C for chicken and 28 C for snake) and in humidity conditions for snake. Embryos were fixed in ice-cold 4% PFA, and their brains processed for IHC or ISH.
Plasmid concentrations were as follows: GFP = 0.75mg/ml; myr-Robo1, myr-Robo2, dnRobo1, dn-Robo2, Dll1, crDll1, Jag1 = 1mg/ml. Combinations of these plasmids were done maintaining the same final individual concentrations.
Retinal electroporation
For retinal electroporation, C57 WT embryos were electroporated in utero at E13.5 with a combination of plasmids including GFP = 0.75mg/ml; dnRobo1, dn-Robo2 = 1mg/ml. DNA solution (0.5ml) was injected subretinally using pulled glass micropipettes, and square electric pulses (35V, 50ms on -950ms off, 5 pulses) were applied with an electric stimulator (Cuy21EDIT Bex C., LTD) using round electrodes (CUY650P3, Nepa Gene).
Imaging experiments
For live imaging of individual mouse progenitor cells, embryos were electroporated in utero at E12.0 with a combination of plasmids including pCAG-Flox-farnesylated-EGFP (0,4mg/ml) and pCAG-Cre (10ng/ml). The low concentration of Cre plasmid allowed sparse labeling of individual progenitor cells upon recombination of the floxed stop cassette (Pilz et al., 2013) . 12hr after electroporation, the brains were dissected out and vibratome sliced at 250 mm in ice-cold DMEM-F12 (Sigma) bubbled with carbogen (5% carbon dioxide + 95% oxygen). Slices were embedded in collagen matrix (Nitta gelatin) on a filter membrane (Millipore) and cultured in DMEM-F12 (Sigma), 5% fetal bovine serum, 5% horse serum, N2 (1:100; Invitrogen), B27 (1:50; Invitrogen), PenStrep (100U/ml), glucose (0,7g/l) and sodium bicarbonate (0,3g/l) (Pilz et al., 2013) . Imaging was performed on an inverted microscope under two-photon optics (LEICA SP2), 40x immersion and a 5% CO 2 / 37 C atmosphere (Martínez-Martínez et al., 2016) . Stacks of frames separated 5 mm were captured every 30 min for 12-24 hr. Immediately after recording the time-point, slices were fixed in 2% PFA for 30 min, and then further processed for IHC.
Retroviral stocks preparation and concentration
High-title Murine Moloney Leukemia Virus-based (MMLV-based) retrovirus encoding GFP or RFP under the CAG promoter were prepared by transient transfection (together with CMV-vsvg and CMV-gp plasmids) of human embryonic kidney 293T (HEK293) cells as a package cell line, concentrated by ultracentrifugation and viral title estimated by clonal infection (Borrell et al., 2012) . Viral solutions were injected using pulled glass micropipettes.
Single progenitor clonal analysis ICR control and Robo1/2 +/À pregnant females carrying E12.0 embryos were deeply anesthetized with isoflurane and individual embryos were injected with 1ml of Gfp-encoding retroviruses (5x10 6 cfu/ml) into the telencephalic ventricles. After 24hr of survival embryos were sacrificed, their heads fixed in 4% PFA, cryostat-sectioned at 40mm and processed for immunohistochemistry as described above.
For chicken clonal analysis, Rfp-encoding retroviruses were injected immediately after electroporation of Gfp or dnR1/2+Dll1+Gfp encoding plasmids in the same telencephalic ventricle. Manipulations were performed as described previously at 4 dpo and chicken embryos were incubated until 14 dpo.
Tissue microdissection and quantitative real-time PCR For RNA extraction E12.5 mouse brains were dissected in cold RNase free medium and tissue blocks were vibratome cut at 250mm. Living cortical slices were further microdissected with microscalpels in ice-cold RNase free medium to isolate pieces from OB and the adjacent NCx. Tissue pieces were immediately frozen in liquid nitrogen for RNA extraction. Total RNA from each region was extracted using RNeasy Mini Kit (Quiagen) followed by treatment with RNase-Free DNase Set (Quiagen). Template cDNA was generated using Maxima First Strand cDNA Synthesis Kit for quantitative real-time PCR (qRT-PCR; Thermo Fisher). Primers used were: msRobo1-Fw: CCTTCAGACCTGATCGTCTCC msRobo1-Rv: TGAGCGCGGGTCATCTTTG msRobo2-Fw: CTTTGAACGACCCACATTTCTCA msRobo2-Rv: TCTCAGCGTGTAGTCATCTTTGA ms18S-Fw: CGGCTACCACATCCAAGGAA ms18S-Fw: GCTGGAATTACCGCGGCT For comparison between species RNA was extracted from 6dpo chicken brains, dissected in cold RNase free medium and tissue blocks were vibratome cut at 250mm. Primers used in the mouse and chicken comparison are listed below: ckROBO1-Fw AGAAGATTTCCCACCTCG ckROBO1-Rv CTTGCCACGCAGACATAG ckGAPDH -Fw GTGGTGCTAAGCGTGTTATCATC ckGAPDH -Rv GGCAGCACCTCTGCCATC msGAPDH_Fw CTCTTGCTCAGTGTCCTTGCTG msGAPDH_Rv ATGAATACGGCTACAGCAACAGG (20mg/ml) treatment. Retinal explants were cultured during 24 hr in culture medium [DMEM/F12 supplemented with 0.4% Methylcellulose (Sigma), 1% BSA (Sigma), 1% Insulin-transferrin-sodium selenite media supplement (Sigma) and 0.2% penicillin/streptomycin] in a humidified incubator at 37 C and 5% CO2. After 24h of incubation, recombinant mouse Slit protein (R&D Systems) was added to the medium (250ng/ml) and the explants were fixed 1h later with PFA 2% during 15 min.
MyrRobo1/2 construct validation
To express EGFP and myrR1/2cyto, 4x10 5 dissociated DRG neurons from E14 rat embryos were electroporated with 2-3 mg of plasmid DNA using the nucleofection reagent for rat DRG neurons (Lonza). Cells were then incubated in 400 mL of growth medium at 37 C for 10 min, spun down, plated at 5x10 4 /20 ml in collagen gels, and cultured in an F12 medium (Invitrogen) with the N3 supplement, 40 mM glucose, 0.5% fetal calf serum, plus NGF (25 ng/ml, 7 s, Sigma). After two-day in culture, neurons were fixed with 4% PFA, pH 7.4, for 1 h, and permeabilized, and blocked with PBS containing 0.1% Triton X-100 and 1% Goat Serum. The transfected cells were stained with a mouse anti-myc primary antibody (9E10, Santa Cruz) followed by a Cy3-conjugated secondary antibody (Jackson ImmunoResearch) to detect the myc tagged myrR1/2cyto. EGFP was imaged directly.
Neuron tracing experiments
Cholera toxin subunit B conjugated with Alexa 594 (CTB, Molecular probes) was prepared at 1mg/ml in PBS. CTB solution was injected in the pyramidal decussation of P15 juvenile ICR WT mice. Mice were deeply anesthetized with isoflurane, the pyramidal decussation was exposed and CTB solution (2ml) was stereotaxically injected into the tissue with pulled glass pipettes. Animals were fixed at P21 with 4% PFA and processed as previously described.
QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
Data were statistically analyzed using SPSS software. Pairwise t test or independent samples t test were used to compare statistical differences between two experimental groups. c2-test was used to determine the equality of proportion between different groups. To compare the statistical differences between at least three experimental groups, One way-ANOVA was used. Similarity of variance across experimental distributions was tested. Samples were obtained independently and observations were sampled randomly and independently. All values represent mean ± standard error of the mean (SEM). The experimental n, the statistical test used and the statistical significance are indicated in figure legends. For each experiment, embryos from at least two different females were used. Significance was set at p = 0.05. More information about experimental analysis and quantifications can be found below.
Histological analysis
For inmunohistological comparisons between OB and adjacent NCx, cells were counted in an equivalent ventricular surface separated by a transitional gap of 200mm. For each section, the total cell count was normalized per length of VZ apical surface. All quantifications were made in the same latero-medial level in at least 3 independent embryos. For co-localization studies, images from a single confocal plane were obtained and analyzed using a Leica TCS SL confocal microscope and Olympus FV10 confocal microscope. For validation of crDll1 by ICC, and for ISH analyses, images were inverted, processed to 8 bits, and the mean signal intensity in the area of interest was measured using ImageJ sofware (n = 3-5 independent samples for each group). See Figures 5 and 6 and S6.
Bromodeoxyuridine labeling experiments
To determine cell cycle length, DAPI+ BrdU+ nuclei in the VZ and SVZ were quantified. Nuclei were considered as positive for BrdU only when at least 25% of the nucleus was labeled. To study G2+M length, we quantified phospho-histone3 and BrdU positive cells. n = 3 embryos per time point. See Figures 1 and 3 and S3 . To analyze cell cycle exit, BrdU positive Ki67 negative nuclei were counted in the VZ and SVZ. n = 3 embryos per area and genotype. See Figures 1 and 3 . For mitral cell birthdating analysis, Tbr1-BrdU positive cells were quantified differentiating between 25%, 50% and 100% of total nucleus label. n = 3 embryos per developmental stage. See Figure S1 . For cortical neuron birthdating analysis, GFP+ 100% BrdU+ cells were quantified in each layer (n = 3 Gfp electroporated controls; n = 5 MyrRobo+crDll1 electroporated embryos). See Figures 5 and S7 .
Electroporation analysis
In mouse, chicken, and snake embryo experiments, to minimize the variability between animals, counts in the electroporated hemisphere of each animal were normalized with the non-electroporated contralateral hemisphere of the same animal at the same rostro-caudal and latero-medial level. All quantifications were made in at least 3 independent embryos. Cerebral organoid electroporations were normalized using a non-electroporated adjacent region. Several independent ventricles per organoid and condition were analyzed from 4-6 different organoids.
Imaging experiments
Digital images were acquired, contrast-enhanced and analyzed with Imaris software (Bitplane). Each individual apical mitosis was followed until the end of the movie to determine cell types derived from it, to then define the cell lineage tree (n = 25 divisions from 25 clones in the OB of 5 embryos; n = 44 divisions from 39 clones in NCx of 3 embryos). See Figures 2 and S3 .
Single progenitor clonal analysis
For the unequivocal assignment of GFP+ cells as belonging to a particular individual clone, the three-dimensional arrangement of labeled cells within the embryonic tissue was assessed by scanning the entire thickness of brain sections under confocal microscopy. In mouse clonal analysis, once all cells within a single clone were identified, they were counted and classified according to their expression of Tuj1, Tbr1, Tbr2 and morphology, namely being multipolar or containing an apical process extended to the ventricular surface. Quantifications were performed in 7 embryos per group (WT: n = 116 clones in NCx; 47 clones in OB -KO: n = 125 clones in NCx; 40 clones in OB). See Figures 2 and 3 .
For chicken clonal analysis, 3-7 embryos were used per condition (n = 52 clones, 128 cells Gfp; 59 clones, 254 cells dnR1/2+Dll1+Gfp). Only cells labeled with GFP (derived from electroporated, dorsal pallial progenitors), RFP (derived from individual progenitors) and contained within the neuronal layer, as defined by Tuj1 stain, were considered. The majority of these cells were as either singles or forming small clusters, and very sparsely distributed along the cortex (1-2 cells or cell clusters per section of whole cerebral hemisphere, 5000mm long). The diameter of these cell clusters, defined as the maximum separation between their constituent cells, was 65-80 microns on average (63 ± 5mm in Gfp clones; 79 ± 3mm in dnR1/2+Dll1+Gfp clones). Cells were considered to be clonally related only if they were separated from the nearest neighbor cell less than the average cluster diameter, and from clones at least 150mm. In most cases, the separation between clusters or isolated cells was much greater. Pairs of cell clusters that, although distinctly separate, were found at a closer distance, were not included in the analysis.
Quantitative real-time PCR
Quantitative RT-PCR was performed using the Step One Plus sequence detection system and the SYBR Green method (Applied Biosystems) with each point examined in triplicate. Transcript levels were calculated using the comparative Ct method normalized using 18S. Each independent sample was processed in triplicate.
Robo construct validation
Growth cone collapse was measured as the degree of filopodia retraction in electroporated cells. Quantifications were performed in 3 embryos per group (n = 58 growth cones in Gfp; 52 growth cones in Gfp+Slit; 44 growth cones in dnRobo1/2; 48 growth cones in dnRobo1/2+Slit). Axon branching experiment was used to validate the MyrRobo constructs by measuring the branching degree in growing axons from single neurons of embryonic rat dorsal root ganglion (n = 5-10 neurons per group). (A) , growth cone collapse assay of growing axons from explants of embryonic mouse retinas, electroporated to express Gfp or dnRobo and exposed to recombinant Slit protein or vehicle solution. Failure of response to Slit upon dnRobo-overexpression demonstrates its dominant-negative effect (n = 44-58 growth cones per group, 3 independent experiments). In (B), branching assay of growing axons from single neurons of embryonic rat dorsal root ganglion, overexpressing Gfp alone or with myrRobo constructs as indicated. Exuberant axonal branching typically elicited by Slit-Robo signaling occurs in myrRobo-expressing neurons in the absence of Slit, demonstrating constitutive activation of Robo signaling (n = 5-10 neurons per group). (legend continued on next page)
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